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king and pawn versus king endgame wikipedia Mar 26 2022 the chess endgame with a king
and a pawn versus a king is one of the most important and fundamental endgames other than the
basic checkmates it is an important endgame for chess players to master since most other
endgames have the potential of reducing to this type of endgame via exchanges of pieces players
need to be able to determine quickly whether a
london system wikipedia Apr 26 2022 the london system also known as the mason variation is an
opening system in chess where white opens with 1 d4 but does not play the queen s gambit
instead opting to rapidly develop the dark squared bishop this often results in closed game the
london system can be used against virtually any black defense and thus comprises a smaller body
of opening theory than many
move by move everyman chess Oct 01 2022 bundles compilations first steps starting out move
by move chess developments chess secrets dangerous weapons everyman chess classics excelling
at chess winning chess by seirawan help chess viewer app apple ios app get it free on the apple
store google android app get it free on google play
dutch defence wikipedia May 28 2022 the dutch defence is a chess opening characterised by the
moves 1 d4 f5 black s 1 f5 stakes a claim to the e4 square and envisions an attack in the
middlegame on white s kingside however it also weakens black s kingside to an extent especially
the e8 h5 diagonal like its 1 e4 counterpart the sicilian defence the dutch is an aggressive and
unbalancing opening
grünfeld defence wikipedia Feb 22 2022 this article uses algebraic notation to describe chess
moves history the first instance of this opening is in an 1855 game by moheschunder bannerjee an
indian player who had transitioned from indian chess rules playing black against john cochrane in
calcutta in may 1855 1 d4 nf6 2 c4 g6 3 nc3 d5 4 e3 bg7 5 nf3 0 0 6 cxd5 nxd5 7 be2 nxc3 8 bxc3
c5 9 0 0 cxd4 10 cxd4
checkmate wikipedia Aug 31 2022 basic checkmates there are four fundamental checkmates
when one side has only their king and the other side has only the minimum material needed to
force checkmate i e 1 one queen 2 one rook 3 two bishops on opposite colored squares or 4 a
bishop and a knight the king must help in accomplishing all of these checkmates if the winning
side has more material
blackmar diemer gambit wikipedia Nov 02 2022 the blackmar diemer gambit or bdg is a chess
opening characterized by the moves 1 d4 d5 2 e4 dxe4 3 nc3 where white intends to follow up with
f2 f3 usually on the fourth move white obtains a tempo and a half open f file in return for a pawn
and as with most gambits white aims to achieve rapid development and active posting of their
pieces in order to rapidly build up
scandinavian defense wikipedia Jul 30 2022 the scandinavian defense or center counter defense
or center counter game is a chess opening characterized by the moves 1 e4 d5 this opening is
classified under code b01 in the encyclopaedia of chess openings eco the scandinavian defense
described in the poem scachs d amor is the oldest opening by black recorded in modern chess the
general goal of
french defence wikipedia Jun 28 2022 the french defence is a chess opening characterised by
the moves 1 e4 e6 this is most commonly followed by 2 d4 d5 with black intending c5 at a later
stage attacking white s pawn centre and gaining space on the queenside the french has a
reputation for solidity and resilience although some lines such as the winawer variation can lead

to sharp complications
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